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Domestic Markets

Global Markets

USD/MUR recovers slightly!

EUR/USD fails near the 1.1285 zone!

Quiet USD/MUR with the offer holds on 36.30.
The US Dollar managed to preserve the
overnight modest gains led by stronger
manufacturing data.

The Fiber again came under selling pressure
on Monday, following a consolidation above
1.1265 before renewed selling pressure was
met at 1.1285. The USD got an additional
boost
on
stronger-than-expected
manufacturing data. The Fiber was losing
ground at press time, with 1.1250 being
challenged, but the downside remains
limited ahead of German’s ZEW figures and
the US retail sales. Later today, central
bank speeches from the BoE and the Fed,
likely to offer investors some trading
impetus. Should the US data set for release
today disappoint markets, we could see the
Euro ending the day higher. Elsewhere,
increased fears of hard Brexit added further
pressure on the cable, challenging the
1.2500 handle at time of writing. Near-term
market direction is set to be dictated by
Powell’s comments later today.

The Euro fell against the dollar trading at
1.1258 under some selling pressure. Markets
awaiting the US retail sales data as well as a
speech from Federal Chairman Jerome Powell
due later today.
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The Cable is holding on the
1.2512 hampered by persistent
Brexit. The pair was under
investors were nervous on
conservative party
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The Rand is poised against the dollar, 13.8985
as investors mark time ahead of South Africa’s
interest-rate decision on Thursday.
The USD/JPY pair edged higher on Tuesday,
trading on 107.97 after closing of day holiday
yesterday.
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The first coins date back
all the way to 700 B.C.
They were used by a
group of people called
the Lydians who live in
what is known today as
Turkey.

Switching to commodities, gold prices held
steady as investors await US data to gauge
strength of the US economy ahead amid
lingering concerns of global economic
slowdown. Meanwhile, oil prices were
steady as output in the US Gulf of Mexico
resumed after Hurricane Barry swept
through the weekend.

FI & MM
Excess cash holdings in terms of MUR on the market was at MUR 11,422 Mio recently. It is to be
noted that excess liquidity has increased by approximately MUR 3,000 Mio as compared to previous
readings. The central bank has published details of the Silver Savings Bonds and the Silver
Retirement Bonds. Now with the issue of these bonds, we expect to see a pickup in yield while excess
liquidity on the market will be absorbed!

Economic Data Scheduled Today
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